Customer Success Story
S&D KIDS IMPROVES BACK-OFFICE PROCESSES
AND ENHANCES SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS WITH
CONTENT CENTRAL™ BY ADEMERO
CLIENT

COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS

S&D KIDS
INDUSTRY
Children’s
Retail

Processing thousands of accountspayable invoices
from suppliers
each year.

Over 30 Years in
Business
4 New York City
Locations

LOCATION

Excellent Vendor
Relationships

Brooklyn, NY

WEBSITE

www.sndkids.com

CHALLENGES

Personalized Service

Investing a
considerable
amount of time
seeking answers
to inquiries surrounding these
invoices and documents.

BENEFITS GAINED SINCE IMPLEMENTING CONTENT CENTRAL FROM ADEMERO

EASIER
PROCESSING

RETURN
ON INVESTMENT

Today, S&D Kids personnel scan around 10,000
invoices directly into the browser-based document
management system.

Since implementation, the efficiencies of Content
Central allow S&D Kids to better utilize employee
resources.

QUICK
ANSWERS

FAMILIAR
PROCEDURES

Content Central allows staff to routinely save 1 to
4 minutes per call regarding common document
inquiries.

Content Central allows S&D Kids to mimic their
prior system by allowing the attachment of virtual
post notes on pages in digital documents.

“

You can’t calculate the costs and the annoyance associated
with searching through filing cabinets. Every day Content
Central™ proves its worth. It’s an integral part of our company.
Abraham Heaney, IT Manager S&D Kids

”

For over 30 years, S&D Kids department stores in New
York City have been a reliable source for children’s
clothing, baby items, and more.
With merchandise from the best brand names and
at the lowest prices, their commitment to offering
top-quality products is only exceeded by their
personalized customer service. S&D Kids can be
found in four convenient locations in the city, with
three in Brooklyn and one in Staten Island.
A motivating factor behind the philosophy
of S&D Kids has been to accurately
know the needs of their customers
and ensure those needs are
met in a timely manner.
Accomplishing this requires
strong relationships between
the company and its suppliers.
As the business has grown,
so have the number of
merchandise orders and
associated invoices. Processing
around 10,000 accountspayable invoices each year,
S&D Kids began to feel the pain
of managing accounting in a large
paper-based environment.

S&D Kids chose Content Central™ by Ademero.
Within a few months after the implementation,
S&D Kids realized a priceless return on investment.
Today personnel scan invoices into the browserbased document management system and index
them with vendor names and invoice numbers. They
can also attach virtual post notes on pages in
digital documents to mimic their prior
system. During common inquiries
about these invoices, staff can
now provide quick answers and
routinely save between one and
four minutes per call.

“Anything
I deem as
important goes
into Content
Central.”

Speaking about the challenges of responding to
vendor inquiries, IT Manager Abraham Heaney
explains, “You can’t calculate the costs and the
annoyance associated with searching through filing
cabinets.”
Abraham began researching for a way to solve
their problem and soon found that document
management software would fit their requirements.
After some more research on specific solutions,

Reflecting on the problem of
the past, Abraham says, “The
fact that we no longer have to
search for paper is invaluable.
Every day Content Central proves
its worth. It’s an integral part of
our company.”

Excited about the success of the
implementation for accounting, the retail
chain seeks to become as paperless as possible.
Along with invoices, S&D Kids uses Content Central
to archive and manage purchase orders, returnmerchandise documents, and shipping documents
as well as corporate documents like end-of-year tax
information. “I try to stay away from paper as much
as possible, so anything I deem as important goes
into Content Central,” explains Abraham.
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